The relationship between polymer/substrate charge density and charge overcompensation by adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers.
This work examines polyelectrolyte adsorption (exclusively driven by electrostatic attractions) for a model system (DMAEMA, polydimethylaminoethyl methacrylate, adsorbing onto silica) where the adsorbing polycation is more densely charged than the substrate. Variations in the relative charge densities of the polymer and substrate are accomplished by pH, and the polycation is of sufficiently low molecular weight that the adsorbed conformation is generally flat under all conditions examined. We demonstrate, quantitatively, that the charge overcompensation observed on the isotherm plateau can be attributed to the denser positive charge on the adsorbing polycation and that the ultimate coverage obtained corresponds to the adsorption of one oligomer onto each original negative silica charge, when the silica charge is most sparse, at pH 6. This limiting behavior breaks down at higher pHs where the greater silica charge density accommodates single chains adsorbing onto multiple negative sites. As a result of the greater substrate charge density and reduced polycation charge at higher pHs, the extent of charge overcompensation diminishes while the coverage increases on the plateau of the isotherm. Ultimately at the highest pHs, a regime is approached where the coil's excluded surface area, not surface charge, limits the ultimate coverage. In addition to quantifying the crossover from the charge-limiting to the area-limiting behaviors, this paper quantitatively reports adsorption-induced changes in bound counterion density and ionization at the interface, which were generally found to be independent of coverage for this model system.